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Reviewer: STAVROS SIMINELAKIS

Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions NIL

Minor Essential Revisions NIL

Discretionary Revisions NIL

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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*Review #1 has no suggested changes for the manuscript.*
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**Reviewer's report**

Title: The willingness for a change

Version: 1 Date: 19 March 2013

Reviewer: Dimitrios Dougenis

Reviewer's report:

This “letter to the Editor” is nicely written and I enjoyed reading it. Therefore I recommend publishing, since I believe it will be pleasantly read by the readers and, most importantly, it will increase awareness in how we should adopt and
deal with changes and with established protocols that need to be challenged.

Minor points of criticism (discretionary revision) include

1. At the introduction section it is written: “It was once said, by the physician Oliver W. Holmes, “I firmly...” And then again three lines after: “The above quotation was used by the prominent physician (1) and writer of the 19th century O. W. Holmes.

   a. This second sentence repeats the previous and is unnecessary

   The second sentence has been deleted as correctly suggested by the reviewer

2. References 1,2, and 3 perhaps need to be better checked

   References 1, 2 and 3 had been checked and amended accordingly

Best regards

D. Dougenis
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